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	Yahoo! User Interface Library 2.x Cookbook, 9781849511629 (1849511624), Packt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to Yahoo User Interface 2.x Cookbook, the RAW edition. A RAW (Read As we
	Write) book contains all the material written for the book so far, but available for you right
	now, before it’s finished. As the author writes more, you will be invited to download the
	new material and continue reading, and learning. Chapters in a RAW book are not “work in
	progress”, they are drafts ready for you to read, use, and learn from. They are not the finished
	article of course—they are RAW!


	The Yahoo! User Interface (YUI) Library is a set of utilities and controls, written in JavaScript,
	for building richly interactive web applications using techniques such as DOM scripting,
	DHTML, and AJAX. Although you can create stylish Internet applications by modifying its
	default components, even advanced users find it challenging to create impressive feature-rich
	Internet applications using YUI.


	This book will help you learn how to use YUI 2.x to build richer, more interactive web
	applications that impress clients and wow your friends. It starts by explaining the core
	features of YUI 2.x, the utilities that the rest of the library depends on and that will make your
	life easier. It then explains how to build UI components and make AJAX requests using the
	YUI framework. Each recipe will cover the most common ways to use a component, how to
	configure it, and then explain any other features that may be available. We wrap things up by
	looking at some of the recent BETA components and explain how to use them, and how they
	may be useful on your web application.
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Make: Technology on Your Time Volume 32Maker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Forget duct tape and baling wire — now makers can design and manufacture things as beautiful as Apple and as slick as Dyson and Audi. We’ll show you how to conceive and visualize great-looking projects with our speed course in industrial design — then build them with tools like vacuum forming and laser cutting, and...



		

Lawyers at WorkApress, 2012

	"With probing questions and articulate answers, Cosslett and her subjects shed light on the challenges of legal practice in the current legal market." BLS Law Notes, 11.16.12


	Lawyers at Work reveals what it means and what it takes to be a satisfied, sane, and successful lawyer in today’s tough...


		

From Java to C#Addison Wesley, 2004
This book provides a comprehensive introduction to the C# programming language introduced by Microsoft with the first official release in February 2002. C# is part of a much larger project called .NET, which provides a vast library of classes allowing software developers to create applications to meet almost any need in the industrial and research...




	

Essential Nuclear Medicine Physics (Essentials)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Essential Nuclear Medicine Physics provides an excellent introduction to the basic concepts of the daunting area of nuclear physics. Logically structured and clearly written, this is the book of choice for anyone entering the field of nuclear medicine, including nuclear medicine residents and fellows, cardiac nuclear medicine fellows and...


		

Secrets of Proshow Experts: The Official Guide to Creating Your Best Slide Shows with ProShow Gold and ProducerCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	What makes a good slide show great? In reality, most of us have an intuitive idea of how
	to create a basic slide show, but without careful study, most people underestimate the
	number of tricks that make a great slide show. When you’re ready to go beyond the basics
	and do more with your shows, when you’re ready to create a...


		

Serious Games: Games That Educate, Train, and InformCourse Technology PTR, 2005
Learn how to take the skills and knowledge you use to make games for entertainment to make serious games: games for education, training, healing, and more. ?Serious Games: Games That Educate, Train, and Inform? teaches game developers how to tap into the rapidly expanding market of serious games. Explore the numerous possibilities that serious...
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